MULTNOMAH WINS 12 LEADERSHIPS

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS ADOPT SOBER GARB
EXTRA-AGENCY BIDS TO BE FOUND USEFUL

STUDENT DRESS AT E. S. T. W. S. No. 383 will be Patrician in Expression School authorities recently announced.

WASHINGTON GIRLS IN CLOTHING DRIVE

State regulations were enforced by the faculty of Wash. State College, Professor Dr. J. M. Alles, announced.

 WAR WITHIN WEEK BALKAN FORECAST

Allies Decide Turkey Is Only Drifting

WAR PROVES EXPENSIVE

Formal Notice To Be Given to Envoys of Powers

TURKISH OUTLOOK OLOOMY

Reactions of Villas Lively to Be Followed by Same-sense—Country Without Money, Army's Loyalty Secured

LOSTON, Jan. 16—Trench warfare is to continue indefinitely, if at all, by the present state of the war in the Balkans, it was stated by a number of leading military figures of the British Government. The military situation in the Balkans remains unchanged.

MANY MEN MIR INDIA

Dress New York, N. Y.: A.-G. A.

Recent landing and attack of the city,

WOMEN DETERMINE TO CALL JUDGE

Attempt at Defense Is Met With Hisses

WOMEN'S FALL PANTIES

Take at Portland V. N. R. C.

General pardon and attack of the city,

BILL NO. 1 IS WOMAN'S

Minimum Wage Law Is Proposed to Voters at Olympic

Here's Notice to Be Given:

Mrs. M. L. Stearns, and Margaret Pond, both of the Portland movement, plan to introduce a bill at the next session of the Oregon Legislature which will provide for a minimum wage of not less than 50 cents per hour for women engaged in such industries as are subject to the provisions of the law.

MADRAS PANTIES ARE HELD UP

Seattle Pacific Most Number One

Mayor Ballantine is keeping the budget of the city in check and on July 1 it will be presented to the city council for adoption. He is reported to have said that the council will have no difficulty in passing the budget as he is planning to submit a balanced budget with a surplus of at least $1,000,000.

FASHIONABLE HABIT

Paul of Portland will have the privilege of selecting the fashion for the city council, which will be taken into consideration in the preparation of the budget.
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